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Y4Be33Pt16 – a non-centrosymmetric cage superconductor with multi-centre bonding in the
framework†
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The new ternary compound Y4Be33Pt16 was prepared from elements by arc melting, and its crystal structure was determined from single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction data (space group I4̄3d, a = 13.4849(3) Å). The
material is the ﬁrst representative of a new structure type of complex intermetallic compounds and
reveals a cage-like crystal structure. Analysis of chemical bonding by means of the electron localizabilty
approach indicates ionic interaction of yttrium with the rest of the crystal structure, characteristic for cage
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compounds, in particular for clathrates. In contrast to the mostly two-centre bonding in the framework of
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clathrates, the new compound is characterized by a multi-centre interaction within the framework,
caused by the demand of the valence electrons in the system. The non-centrosymmetric material enters
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the superconducting state at TC = 0.9 K.

Introduction
The diversity of intermetallic structures is fascinating. These
compounds can have unit cells with one atom as in α-Po
(Pearson symbol cP1) or with more than twenty thousand
atoms as in Ta9063Al12827.56Cu1244.05 (Pearson symbol
cF23134).1–3 The reasons for such complex behaviour are still
under discussion. The compounds with crystal structures containing more than ca. 100 atoms in the unit cell are notated as
complex metallic alloys (CMA) or complex intermetallic compounds.4 One of the characteristic features for CMA (but not
for all) is the presence of diﬀerent types of crystallographic disorder in crystal structures, which de facto means the violation
of the translational symmetry in the strict sense. Recently, this
was shown on examples of o-Al13Co4 (oP102-x)5 and ternary
clathrate Ba7.81Ge40.67Au5.33 (cP54-x)6 by the combination of
X-ray diﬀraction on single crystals with high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. One of the possible reasons for
such complex behaviour may be the low valence electron concentration in these materials, which (i) does not allow to use traditional electron counting schemes for understanding the composition and the crystal structure, and (ii) leads to multi-centre
atomic interactions in the structures, recently shown e.g. for
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Be21Pt5.7 Intermetallic compounds with complex crystal structures often show unusual physical behaviours. Physics and chemistry of CMA are discussed on the basis of the complexity of their
crystal structures, whereby the latter is considered to be the
origin of some specific behaviour of these substances. For
instance, the intermetallic clathrates reveal unusual functionality
in heat transport as a kind of phonon filters with the mean free
path of phonons 10–100 nm.6,8,9
From the position in the Periodic Table, beryllium contributes only two valence electrons for the formation of bonds,
thus the compounds with high beryllium content should be a
suitable field to search for new complex intermetallic
materials. The recently described binary Be21Pt5 has a large
unit cell with 416 atoms (cF416), but does not reveal any crystallographic disorder.7 The information about the ternary compounds of Be with other metals is rather scarce in the literature.10 Our initial phase diagram studies showed, that –
despite the clear electronic demand – the R–Be–T systems are
characterized by formation of several ternary compounds
similar to the R–E–T systems with R being alkaline- or rareearth metals, E – p-block elements, and T – late transition
metals. In this work, we present crystal structure and bonding
analysis of the new superconductor Y4Be33Pt16.

Results and discussion
The powder X-ray diﬀraction pattern of Y4Be33Pt16, shown in
Fig. 1, was indexed using a cubic cell with a = 13.4849(3) Å.
The structure was solved and refined from single-crystal diﬀr-
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Table 2 Atomic
Y4Be33Pt16

Table 1 Crystallographic data for Y4Be33Pt16 (single-crystal diﬀraction
experiment)

Crystal system
Composition
Space group
Pearson symbol
Formula units per u. c. Z
Unit cell parameter a
Unit cell volume V
Calculated density
Radiation, wavelength
Absorption coeﬃcient
Diﬀraction system
2θmax
N(hkl) measured
N(hkl) unique
N(hkl) observed
Rint; Rs
Refined parameters
RF; wRF2
Weighting scheme
Extinction coeﬃcient17
Flack parameter
Residual electron density max; min

Cubic
Y4Be33Pt16
ˉ3d
I4
cI212
4
13.4849(3) Åa
2452.1(2) Å3
10.22 g cm−3
MoKa, 0.71073 Å
105.2 mm−1
Rigaku AFC7
86.2°
27 218
1477
1446
0.045; 0.032
28
0.044; 0.088
wi = [ln(Fobs,i4)]−1
0.000062(9)
−0.005(10)
+2.3; −1.9 e Å−3

a

Lattice parameter refined from the X-ray powder diﬀraction data
(CuKα1 radiation).

ˉ3d. The
action data in the non-centrosymmetric space group I4
main crystallographic information is presented in Table 1, the
atomic coordinates and isotropic atomic displacement parameters are shown in Table 2, the anisotropic displacement
parameters for Y and Pt atoms as well as the interatomic distances are listed in ESI (Tables S1 and S2,† respectively).
The atoms in the crystal structure of Y4Be33Pt16 reveal
coordination polyhedrons characteristic for intermetallic compounds in the ternary systems of rare-earth and related metals
as R component with transition metals and p-block elements.
The yttrium atoms are located within a spacious polyhedron
with 20 vertices, being very similar to that of Ca in the CaCu5
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and

displacement

parameters

for

Atom

Site

x/a

y/b

z/c

Beq/iso a (Å−2)

Y
Pt1
Pt2
Be1
Be2
Be3
Be4

16c
16c
48e
12a
24d
48e
48e

0.8097(1)
0.93652(4)
0.48917(4)

x
x
0.89865(4)
0
0
0.989(2)
0.919(2)

x
x
0.77608(4)

0.66(2)
0.594(6)
0.607(8)
1.2(6)
1.1(4)
1.1(3)
1.0(3)

a

Fig. 1 X-ray powder diﬀraction pattern for Y4Be33Pt16. Reﬂections of the
minority phases (Be21Pt5, Y, and Pt) are marked by asterisks. Inset:
Microstructure (material contrast image, SEM) shows the Y- and Pt-containing majority phase (light gray) and the Pt-poor minority phase (dark gray).

coordinates

5
8

0.914(3)
0.056(2)
0.620(2)

3
4
3
4

0.664(2)
0.893(2)

Beq = 13[B11 × a*2 × a2 + ⋯ + 2B23 × b* × c* × b × c × cos(α)].

structure type and its several derivatives11,12 (Fig. 2, top panel).
Interestingly, there are three additional Be1 ligands at the distance of 3.666 Å, which is much longer than other yttrium contacts (Table S2†) and – from distance analysis – these three do
not necessarily belong to the first coordination sphere (cf. analysis of chemical bonding below). While the platinum
atoms have environments derived from the Frank–Kasper polyhedrons with coordination numbers of CN(Pt1) = 14 and
CN(Pt2) = 13, Be1 has a bisdisphenoid-like environment with
eight closer neighbours (and additional four yttrium species at
a much longer distance), all remaining beryllium species have
12 or 13 ligands with their coordination environments derived
from an icosahedron (Fig. 2, top panel).
The crystal structure of Y4Be33Pt16 can be visualized by considering the coordination environment of yttrium. Adjacent
coordination polyhedrons of Y are vertex-sharing via the Pt1
position. This results in the formation of a linear rod-like
arrangement of interpenetrating Y and Pt1 polyhedrons, as
shown in Fig. 2 (middle panel), along the three-fold axes of
the cubic unit cell ({111} directions). The resultant rod packing
is presented in Fig. 2 (bottom panel) and was first described
as crystallographic object in ref. 13. The existence of voids
between the rods is due to an incomplete space filling. These
voids are located at (78 0 14) (Wyckoﬀ site 12b) and (38 0 14)
(Wyckoﬀ site 12a). The former are empty in Y4Be33Pt16, as they
are too small to contain an atom. The voids located at (38 0 14)
having the shape of a bisdisphenoid are occupied by Be1.
Among the CaCu5 derivatives, the crystal structure of
Y4Be33Pt16 is closely related to the ferromagnet Nd2Fe23B3
ˉ3d, a = 14.19 Å).14–16 For a comparison, the
(space group I4
compositions can be written as Nd4Fe30(B2)3Fe16 and
Y4Be30Be3Pt16. In the Nd2Fe23B3 structure, the Y site is occupied by Nd, all other positions beside Be1 – by iron. While the
bisdisphenoid in Y4Be33Pt16 is occupied by a single Be1 atom
(Wyckoﬀ site 12a), the same coordination environment is occupied in Nd2Fe23B3 by a B2 pair with the centre at the 12a site
(Fig. S1†). In this way, the B atoms belong to the coordination
sphere of Nd with d(B1–Nd1) = 3.32 Å in Nd2Fe23B3, in contrast
to Be1 in Y4Be33Pt16 which shows much longer distance of
d(Be1–Y) = 3.666 Å.
The complex intermetallic structures with large cubic unit
cell, in particular derivatives of the gamma-brass structural
pattern, can often be interpreted from the crystallographic
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As for most intermetallic beryllium compounds, a characteristic feature of Y4Be33Pt16 is the very low valence electron
concentration (VEC) of ca. 1.4 e per atom, which is even lower
than in the gamma-brass derivative Be21Pt5 (1.62 e per atom).
An important factor stabilizing the latter structure was found
to be the charge transfer from Be to Pt.7 In order to study the
role of the ionic contributions to the bonding, the electron
density in Y4Be33Pt16 was investigated applying the QTAIM
(Quantum Theory of Atoms In Molecules19) approach. The
zero-flux surfaces in the distribution of electron density define
the shape of the atoms in the QTAIM representation.
Integration of electron density within the atomic shapes yields
their electronic populations and eﬀective charges (Fig. 3). The
yttrium atoms in Y4Be33Pt16 in the QTAIM representation have
a shape close to a spherical one, which is characteristic for
cage compounds, e.g. clathrates of Ba or Sr.9,20 Their eﬀective
charge of +1.70 is also characteristic for the earth-alkaline and
rare-earth atoms in intermetallic clathrates.20,21 The shapes of
the QTAIM atoms of platinum and beryllium are far from a
sphere. They have closer to plane or even concave faces. While
beryllium atoms – as expected from the electronegativity diﬀerences – reveal positive eﬀective charges between +1.30 and +1.40,
the platinum species have large negative charges of −2.72 and
−3.31 for Pt1 and Pt2, respectively. This confirms strong charge
transfer in the compound according to the scheme
[Y +1.70 ]4 [Be1+1.36 ] 3[Be2+1.30 ] 6 [Be3+1.36] 12 [Be4+1.31] 12 [Pt1 –2.72 ]4
[Pt2−3.31 ]12 .
Further information about atomic interactions was
obtained by applying the electron localizability approach. The
distribution of the electron localizability indicator (ELI-D) in
the vicinity of the yttrium nuclei is close to a spherical one,
whereby the valence shell (4th) is absent. The light structuring
of the penultimate shell indicates the participation of the elec-

Fig. 2 Crystal structure of Y4Be33Pt16 with the Y, Pt, and Be atoms represented by blue, pink, and green spheres, respectively: (top) coordination polyhedrons of atoms as obtained from analysis of interatomic
distances; (middle) interpenetrating polyhedrons of Y and Pt1 along the
three-fold axes; (bottom) rod packing of the interpenetrating polyhedron arrangements in the unit cell, the diﬀerent colours visualize rods
on diﬀerent three-fold axes.

point of view as packings of nested polyhedrons.18 Recently,
this was explained on example of Be21Pt5 by the formation of
multi-atomic bonding interactions centred at the middle
points of the nested polyhedrons.7 Interestingly, this approach
does not work reasonably well for Y4Be33Pt16. This observation
was the starting point for the analysis of chemical bonding in
Y4Be33Pt16 employing the electron localizability approach.

9364 | Dalton Trans., 2020, 49, 9362–9368

Fig. 3 QTAIM atoms and their eﬀective charges in Y4Be33Pt16. The Pt–
Pt contacts with 2.82 Å < d(Pt–Pt) < 2.91 Å are shown to emphasize the
volume representation.
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trons from this shell in the bonding. The intersection with the
QTAIM yttrium atom reveals that the latter bears only the
inner shells, confirming the ionic interaction of yttrium with
the Be–Pt framework (Fig. 4, top panel). In the cage wall, there
are two bonds involving Be2, Be4 and Pt2. Populations are 1.63
and 1.36 electrons, respectively. The interesting aspect is that
Pt1 also contributes to them. Its contribution is comparable to
those of Be2 and Be4. Hence, each attractor describes a fouratomic bond, two Pt and two Be. This reflects the characteristic
multi-atomic interaction in the whole Be–Pt framework. The
distribution of ELI-D in the (Be1–Pt2–Be4) triangle reveals one
maximum located within the triangle. The intersection of the
ELI-D basin of this maximum with the QTAIM shapes of the
neighbouring atoms (Fig. 4, middle panel) shows the Be1, Be4,
and Pt2 atoms contributing 0.11, 0.15, and 1.45 of the total
population of 1.84 electrons for this basin. This confirms the
mainly three-atomic (3a) character of the interaction in this
part of the structure. The remaining 0.13 electrons originate
from two other Pt2, one Be3, and even one yttrium neighbours,
suggesting that even more atoms are participating in this
multi-atomic bonding. The Pt atoms contribute the majority of
the population for the bonding basins, which makes the
multi-centre interactions strongly polar. The bonding analysis
reveals that the Be1 atoms should be included into the coordination sphere of yttrium despite a large interatomic distance
(cf. distance-based considerations above and comparison of the
Y-polyhedrons in Fig. S1(e)†). The Y-centred cages – as obtained
from the bonding analysis – within the three-dimensional Be–Pt
framework fill-up the large part of the unit cell of Y4Be33Pt16
(Fig. 4, bottom panel). In summary, analysis of the chemical
bonding classifies Y4Be33Pt16 as a cage compound, e.g. a material
with its crystal structure in the form of a 3D framework with
large cages. Ionic interaction of cationic yttrium species in the
cages of the anionic Be–Pt framework is the bonding characteristic of this cage structure. In contrast to other representatives of
cage compounds, e.g. intermetallic clathrates with mainly twocentre (non-polar or polar) bonds in the framework, the framework in Y8Be66Pt32 is formed by multi-atomic (polar) interaction.
In agreement with the chemical bonding picture, the calculated
electronic density of states of Y4Be33Pt16 is characterized by the
intermixing of Pt and Be states in the whole energy range and
shows three main regions (Fig. 5). The low-energy range (E < −6.7
eV) is formed mainly by the s states of Be and Pt with small contributions of the s states of yttrium, reflecting the bonding in the
Be–Pt framework. The middle-energy region (−6.7 eV < E < −2.3
eV) is dominated by d states of platinum atoms. The region
below the Fermi level (EF) contains contributions of all essential
atomic states. Interestingly, a pseudo gap is found above the
Fermi level (due to the band dispersion along Γ–H in the
Brillouin zone, Fig. S2†), in contrast to the typical DOS distribution in cage compounds with two-centre bonds in the framework, where the pseudo gap appears typically close to EF.9 The
presence of non-filled states agrees with the electron-deficient
situation in this material.
The non-centrosymmetric compound Y4Be33Pt16 enters a
superconducting state below TC = 0.9 K, as evidenced by the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 4 Atomic interactions in Y4Be33Pt16 by electron localizability
approach: (top panel) distribution of the ELI-D in the plane crossing two
neighbouring yttrium atoms; (middle left panel) distribution of ELI-D in
one of the face planes of the coordination polyhedron of yttrium with
the Pt2, Be1 and Be4 atoms; (middle right panel) bonding basin of the
three-atomic interaction Pt2–Be1–Be4 (yellow bulk) intersected by the
QTAIM atomic basins of the participating atoms (transparent), three
main contributing atoms are labelled; (bottom panel) crystal structure of
Y4Be33Pt16 as a packing of the coordination polyhedrons of Y (blue) as
obtained from the bonding analysis.

BCS-like anomaly observed in specific heat data, shown in
Fig. 6. A fit to the specific heat data above the superconducting
transition (dashed line), can be used to estimate the value of
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Fig. 5 Calculated electronic density of states (DOS) for Y4Be33Pt16. The
total DOS (black line) is shown together with the contributions of essential atomic states.

Dalton Transactions
shown) yields the ratio ΔCe/γnTC ≈ 1.80, which is comparable
to the BCS value of ΔCe/γnTC = 1.44, consistent with Y4Be33Pt16
being a weakly-coupled superconductor. As expected, the critical temperature TC is gradually suppressed by the application
of a magnetic field, consistent with type-II superconductivity,
allowing to construct the H−T phase diagram (inset of Fig. 6).
A relatively small value of the upper critical field Hc2 = 0.44 T,
extracted from a Ginzburg–Landau fit22 (dashed line), further
confirms weak coupling in Y4Be33Pt16. The upper critical fields
of non-centrosymmetric superconductors are often rather high
(on the order of several or even dozens of Tesla), but
Y4Be33Pt16 belongs to the smaller family of non-centrosymmetric superconductors with the upper critical fields on
the order of few hundred Oersted. The other examples
are AuBe (Hc2 = 335 Oe),24 Mo2Al3C (Hc2 = 50 Oe),25 or LaRhSi3
(Hc2 = 180 Oe).26
The fact, that – despite of absence of inversion symmetry –
no distinct deviations from BCS theory are observed, points
towards the lack of strong correlation eﬀects.27,28 However, a
more comprehensive analysis of the superconducting state in
Y4Be33Pt16 is currently underway. In particular, because several
in-depth muon spin-rotation, relaxation, and resonance experiments performed on another Be-containing non-centrosymmetric superconductor BeAu24 revealed that not only type-I
character,29 but also a multi-gap nature of superconductivity30
may exist in such unconventional systems.

Experimental
Synthetic procedures
Fig. 6 Superconducting properties of Y4Be33Pt16: speciﬁc heat data,
scaled by temperature T, CP/T as a function of T2 in applied magnetic
ﬁelds 0 ≤ H ≤ 9 T. The dashed line represents a ﬁt from which the value
of γn was extracted. Inset: H–T phase diagram for Y4Be33Pt16 with the
values of Hc2(T ) taken from speciﬁc heat data.

the normal state electronic specific heat coeﬃcient γn = 18 mJ
molY−1 K−2, as well as cubic term coeﬃcient β = 4.5 mJ molY−1
K−3. Using the value of γn, it is then possible to estimate the
eﬀective mass m* from the following relation:22 m* = (γnħ2kF2)/
(π2nkB2) ≈ me, indicating lack of electron mass enhancement
(equivalently, the theoretically computed value of DOS at the
Fermi energy yields γcalc = 16.3 mJ molY−1 K−2). From the value
of β, the Debye temperature θD can be calculated using θD =
[(14π4NArkB)/(5β)]1/3 = 358 K.22 Consequently, the value of θD
can then be used to estimate the strength of the electron–
phonon coupling, employing the McMillan’s formula.23
Typically, materials with λe–p → 1 are classified as stronglycoupled superconductors, while λe–p → 0.5 indicates weak
coupling.23 For Y4Be33Pt16, 0.38 ≤ λe–p ≤ 0.47, indicating
weakly-coupled superconductivity. Once the phonon contribution to the specific heat (βT3) has been subtracted from the
specific heat data, an entropy conserving construction (not
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All sample preparation was performed in a laboratory specialized for work with Be, inside a argon-atmosphere glove box
system (MBraun, p(H2O/O2) < 0.1 ppm).
Caution! Beryllium is considered (according to UN GHS
criteria) a health risk and experiments require appropriate
infra structure.
Polycrystalline samples around the composition Y4Be33Pt16
were synthesized by arc melting Y ( pieces, Ames, >99.9%), Pt
(foil, Chempur, >99.9%), and Be (sheet, Heraeus, >99.9%) in
the 10 : 30 : 60 ratio. The samples did not exhibit any marked
air or moisture sensitivity. Small amounts of impurities were
found to be present in all samples. The minority phases are
Be21Pt5 (superconductor with TC = 2.06 K (ref. 7)), Be5Pt (semiconductor31), as well as elemental Pt in the amount of <3%.
Temperature treatment, as well as slight variation of the initial
composition did not result in an improved sample quality.
Crystallography
Powder X-ray diﬀraction was performed on a Huber G670
Image plate Guinier camera with a Ge-monochromator (CuKα1
radiation, λ = 1.54056 Å). Phase identification was done using
the WinXPow software.32 All crystallographic calculations were
done with the WinCSD software package33 Single-crystal X-ray
diﬀraction data have been collected on a Rigaku AFC7 diﬀract-
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Chemical analysis
Chemical composition of polished samples was studied using
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) with an UltraDry
EDS detector (ThermoFisher NSS7) attached to a Jeol JSM 6610
scanning electron microscope (SEM). The semi-quantitative
analysis was performed with 25 keV acceleration voltage and
≈3 nA beam current.
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Physical properties measurements
Heat capacity was measured in the temperature range from
0.4 K to 10 K, in magnetic fields up to H = 9 T using a QD
Physical Property Measurement System.
Calculation procedures
Electronic structure calculations were performed by using the
all-electron, full-potential local orbital (FPLO) method.34 All
main results were obtained within the local density approximation (LDA) to the density functional theory through the
Perdew–Wang parametrization for the exchange–correlation
eﬀects.35 Application of the generalized gradient approximation did not reveal essential diﬀerences in the electronic
structure below and in vicinity of the Fermi level. Chemical
bonding analysis in position space was performed within the
approach of combined topological analysis of electron density
(ED) and electron localizability indicator (ELI). The former
type of analysis forms the basis of the quantum theory of
atoms in molecules (QTAIM).19 ELI was calculated in the ELI-D
representation36–38 by a module implemented in the FPLO
package.39 Topological analysis of the ED and the ELI-D were
carried out by the program DGrid.40

Conclusions
The ternary compound Y4Be33Pt16 is the first representative of
a new prototype of intermetallic cage compounds with an
unusual combination of structural and bonding features. The
cubic crystal structure with 212 atoms in the unit cell is – in
contrast to many other complex intermetallic structures – completely ordered and does not show violation of the translational symmetry, characteristic for CMA materials. Analysis of
chemical bonding in position space reveals mainly ionic interaction of Y with the remaining parts of the structure, indicating an analogy to intermetallic clathrates and classifying the
new atomic arrangement as a cage-like one. In contrast to
other cage materials – clathrates – with mainly two-centre
bonding in the framework, the framework atoms in Y4Be33Pt16
participate only in multi-centre interactions. On top of the
interesting
structure-bonding
relationship,
the
new
compound is a non-centrosymmetric BCS-type superconductor
with TC = 0.9 K.
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